Dwyer requests that all mercury containing products are properly disposed of at the end of their useful life. Many web sites are available to help educate consumers about proper disposal of mercury added products. Dwyer encourages all customers to become familiar and comply with all mercury legislation. Sales of any and all mercury added products will be discontinued to any customer that knowingly or willfully disregards any legislation concerning mercury.

Dwyer will comply with all local, state, federal, and international laws regarding the sale of Mercury-added Products (MAP’s). These laws may affect our ability to sell, distribute, or supply mercury added products as needed for replacement of products currently in use and to guide customers towards non-mercury added products for new applications.

Dwyer continues its development of non-mercury replacement alternatives for those products currently offered containing mercury. We will continue to work with all customers to support this policy. This policy will be posted on our web site for future reference and will remain in effect until Dwyer phases out all MAP’s.

Dwyer Instruments, LLC (Dwyer), in an effort to comply with all local, state, federal, and international laws regarding the sale of Mercury-added Products (MAP’s), has adopted this policy. This policy will be posted on our web site for future reference and will remain in effect until Dwyer phases out all MAP’s.

INFORMATION ABOUT MERCURY-ADDED PRODUCTS

Dwyer Instruments, LLC (Dwyer), in an effort to comply with all local, state, federal, and international laws regarding the sale of Mercury-added Products (MAP’s), has adopted this policy. This policy will be posted on our web site for future reference and will remain in effect until Dwyer phases out all MAP’s.

Dwyer continues its development of non-mercury replacement alternatives for those products currently offered containing mercury. We will continue to work with all customers to support this policy. This policy will be posted on our web site for future reference and will remain in effect until Dwyer phases out all MAP’s.

Dwyer will comply with all local, state, federal, and international laws regarding the sale of mercury added products. These laws may affect our ability to sell, distribute, or transport products into restricted states and/or countries. Mercury added product sales may be limited or denied to certain customers depending on the location or intended use of the product.

Dwyer encourages all customers to become familiar and comply with all mercury legislation. Sales of any and all mercury added products will be discontinued to any customer that knowingly or willfully disregards any legislation concerning mercury.

Dwyer requests that all mercury containing products are properly disposed of at the end of their useful life. Many web sites are available to help educate consumers about proper disposal of mercury added products. Please visit www.newmoa.org for addition information related to mercury usage.